We study particle production at the preheating era in inflation models with nonminimal coupling ξφ 2 R and quartic potential λφ 4 /4 for several cases: real scalar inflaton, complex scalar inflaton and Abelian Higgs inflaton. We point out that the preheating proceeds much more violently than previously thought. If the inflaton is a complex scalar, the phase degree of freedom is violently produced at the first stage of preheating. If the inflaton is a Higgs field, the longitudinal gauge boson production is similarly violent. This is caused by a spike-like feature in the time dependence of the inflaton field, which may be understood as a consequence of the short time scale during which the effective potential or kinetic term changes suddenly. The produced particles typically have very high momenta k √ λM P . The production might be so strong that almost all the energy of the inflaton is carried away within one oscillation for ξ 2 λ O(100). This may partly change the conventional understandings of the (p)reheating after inflation with the nonminimal coupling to gravity such as Higgs inflation. We also discuss the possibility of unitarity violation at the preheating stage.
Introduction
After the results from the Planck satellite, a simple chaotic inflation model with a powerlaw potential [1] is excluded or disfavored [2] . Hence large field inflation models need to be modified so that the prediction of the scalar spectral index and tensor-to-scalar ratio falls into the observationally favored region.
One of the simple ideas is to add a nonminimal gravitational coupling of the inflaton to the Ricci scalar:
, and we assume ξ ≫ 1 throughout this paper. The quartic coupling for the Higgs inflation case, λ ∼ 0.01, satisfies this condition, ♦3 though we do not limit ourselves to the SM Higgs field as the inflaton but consider more general scalar fields in this paper. For example, a gauge-singlet scalar dark matter [12, 13] , or U(1) B−L Higgs [14] as an inflaton has been considered.
After inflation ends, the universe enters the (p)reheating phase in which the inflaton field is rapidly oscillating around its potential minimum. It is known that the first stage of the reheating after inflation is often accompanied with explosive particle production, if either the inflaton strongly couples to other fields and/or the inflaton oscillation amplitude is large enough, and this is called preheating [15] [16] [17] [18] . Actually there may be several possible large couplings in the present model: the nonminimal coupling, inflaton self-coupling, gauge coupling etc. The (p)reheating of the Higgs inflation was studied in Refs. [19] [20] [21] [22] , where it was pointed out that gauge bosons are efficiently produced at the preheating stage.
In this paper we revisit the preheating after inflation with the nonminimal coupling. We first analyze the background dynamics of the inflaton carefully, and find that there are two mass scales (or inverse time scales) in the inflaton oscillation for M P /ξ ≪ Φ ≪ M P , where Φ is the inflaton oscillation amplitude in the Einstein frame (see Sec. 2.1 for the definition ♦1 We attach the subscript J to quantities in the Jordan frame to distinguish them from those in the Einstein frame in this paper.
♦2 The applicability of Higgs inflation after the discovery of Higgs boson at LHC is found in Refs. [8] [9] [10] . ♦3 It has been pointed out that in Higgs inflation ξ ≫ 1 generically generates large R 2 term in the action without some fine-tuning [11] .
of the Einstein frame). One is the usual inflaton oscillation scale, 3) and the other is a much shorter time scale which we call the "spike" scale,
This time scale ∆t sp corresponds to the time interval at which the inflaton passes through the region with |φ J | ∼ |φ| M P /ξ, where φ is the inflaton in the Einstein frame. The spike time scale appears in the dynamics of φ J and φ. The dynamics of φ J imprints this fast time scale in the following reason. φ J and the scalar component of the metric have kinetic mixing due to the nonminimal coupling. For |φ J | M P /ξ, this mixing term dominates over the original inflaton kinetic term −g µν J ∂ µ φ J ∂ ν φ J /2, and the kinetic term of the inflaton effectively changes at around |φ J | ∼ M P /ξ. Thus, the time scale ∆t sp is induced in the dynamics of φ J as a change of the kinetic term. The dynamics of φ also imprints this fast time scale because the shape of the inflaton potential changes at around |φ| ∼ M P /ξ. It appears as a peculiar behavior in, e.g. the effective inflaton mass in the Jordan frame and the conformal factor when the inflaton passes through near the origin, which we call "spike"-like feature. This peculiar feature has long been overlooked in the literature except for a few studies [23, 24] , ♦4 and has recently been investigated in detail by one of the present authors [25] . In this paper, we point out that this feature causes much more violent particle production than previously thought. In particular, if the inflaton is gauge-charged, the production of the longitudinal gauge boson is significantly enhanced compared with that of the transverse gauge boson. The difference in the behavior of the longitudinal and transverse modes has already been pointed out in Ref. [26] in the context of preheating without the nonminimal coupling, and we see that this difference becomes a significant one if the inflaton has a large nonminimal coupling to gravity. The energy transfer to the longitudinal mode is so violent that almost all the energy density of the inflaton can be transferred to the longitudinal gauge bosons within one oscillation after the end of inflation.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we analyze the background dynamics in the Einstein frame. In Sec. 3, we discuss particle production by this oscillating background, taking real, global U(1) charged, and gauge U(1) charged inflaton as examples. Sec. 4 is devoted to conclusions and discussion.
Background dynamics
In this section, we discuss the background dynamics of inflation models with nonminimal coupling between the inflaton and the Ricci scalar as Eq. (1.1). In particular, we concentrate on the inflaton oscillation regime after inflation. We consider a real scalar inflaton in this section, but the background dynamics is the same as a complex scalar case that we will discuss in the next section. ♦4 We will clarify differences of our study from them in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
The action (1.1) is often called a "Jordan frame" action. By performing the Weyl transformation, we can remove the nonminimal coupling, and such a frame is called the "Einstein frame." It may be simpler to analyze the inflaton dynamics in the Einstein frame, but still couplings of the inflaton to other particles show a peculiar feature even in that frame as we will see in Sec. 2.3. This is mainly because the theory is defined in the Jordan frame, not in the Einstein frame, and hence the other particles couple to φ J , not φ. ♦5 In the following, we first perform the Weyl transformation to see the relation between the Einstein and Jordan frames in Sec. 2.1. We derive the equations of motion in each frame in Sec. 2.2. Then, we discuss how the fast mass scale m sp appears in the dynamics of the inflaton in Sec. 2.3. The last subsection is the most important part of this paper.
Weyl transformation
First we transform the action (1.1) to that in the Einstein frame. We perform the Weyl transformation of the metric
where the conformal factor Ω is defined as
Under this transformation, the Ricci scalar behaves as
where R is the Ricci scalar constructed from g µν , and ≡ g µν ∇ µ ∇ ν with ∇ µ denoting the covariant derivative associated with g µν . In order to canonically normalize the kinetic term, we redefine the inflaton as
Then, the action is given by 5) where the potential is redefined as
More specifically, other particles couple to φ J with a constant coupling that does not depend on φ J , and regard it as the tree level action. Whether or not this treatment is natural from the viewpoint of quantum field theory may be an interesting issue. This is the action in the so-called Einstein frame. We can explicitly see the relation between the inflatons in the Jordan and Einstein frames by solving Eq. (2.4):
For ξ ≫ 1, it reduces to
The latter relation also implies
The potential becomes
(2.10)
In the intermediate region, the potential is well approximated by the quadratic one:
Note that the potential is extremely flat in the large field value region with |φ| ≫ M P where inflation takes place.
Equations of motion
Now we derive the background equations of motion in the Einstein and Jordan frames, respectively.
Einstein frame
First we derive the background equations of motion in the Einstein frame. We assume that the background metric is given by the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) one: 12) where N and a are the lapse function and the scale factor in the Einstein frame, respectively. i = 1, 2, 3 is a spatial index and its summation is promised. We also assume that the background part of the inflaton depends only on time, or φ = φ(t). By taking variation with respect to φ, N and a, we obtain the following background equations of motion in the Einstein frame:
14) 15) where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to t E defined as dt E = Ndt, ♦7 and H =ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter. Inflation occurs for |φ| ≫ M P in this model. Once the field value of the inflaton becomes |φ| M P , it starts to oscillate around the origin of its potential. The potential is quadratic and the mass scale of the oscillation is m 2 osc ∼ λM 2 P /ξ 2 for Φ M P /ξ, where Φ is the inflaton oscillation amplitude. We mainly study the inflaton oscillation regime with M P /ξ Φ M P in this paper. The inflaton energy density in this regime is given by
In the numerical estimation in the next section, we mainly adopt the model parameter λ = 0.01 and ξ = 10 4 and the initial condition φ = M P with vanishing velocity. With these parameter values, we find ρ φ ≃ C φ λM 4 P /ξ 2 with C φ ≃ 2 × 10 −2 around the first zero-crossing of the inflaton. This numerical factor does not significantly change for other parameters.
Jordan frame
Next we derive the equations of motion in the Jordan frame. We take the inflaton to be φ J = φ J (t), and also the metric as the FLRW one:
They are related to the metric in the Einstein frame as N J = N E /Ω and a J = a E /Ω. By taking a variation with respect to φ J , N J and a J , we obtain the background equations of
One of them is redundant. ♦7 Although the lapse function N is often set to be unity in the literature, we do not set N = 1 in this paper. This is because one can clearly see that it is also Weyl-transformed, which makes the relation between the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame manifest. motion as 
The dynamics of the inflaton in the Jordan frame is discussed in detail in App. A.
Appearance of spike-like feature
From now on we concentrate on the inflaton oscillation regime with M P /ξ Φ M P (or equivalently, M P /ξ Φ J M P / √ ξ with Φ J being the oscillation amplitude of φ J ). In this subsection we show that there appear two typical mass scales (or inverse time scales) in the inflaton dynamics, which will be important when discussing the preheating in the next section. Obviously, one is the inflaton oscillation scale, given by
There is another short time scale, during which the inflaton passes through the region 3/2|φ| M P /ξ. We call it as the "spike" scale for the reason discussed below. It is estimated as
Note that this time scale is extremely short just after inflation:
where we have substituted Φ ∼ M P or Φ J ∼ M P / √ ξ just after inflation. This fact has a strong impact on the particle production at the first stage of preheating as we will see later.
Now we see why the spike scale appears in the dynamics of φ J and φ. Let us first consider the dynamics of φ J . In this case, the spike time scale appears as a change of the kinetic term of φ J . In fact, from Eq. (2.20), one sees that 
Namely, the kinetic term of φ J changes for |φ J | ≫ M P /ξ and |φ J | ≪ M P /ξ. The original kinetic term is dominant only for the time scale ∆t sp , and this is the physical reason why the spike scale appears in the dynamics of φ J . In order to see how the behavior of φ J actually changes during this time interval ∆t sp , it is helpful to solve Eq. (2.22) by neglecting the Hubble friction term. As calculated in detail in App. A, the solution is approximated as
Hence its time derivative tends to diverge as the inflaton approaches to the origin φ J → 0. The typical magnitude of its time derivative iṡ
Thus this quantity around the origin is enhanced by a factor of ξΦ/M P (≫ 1) compared with that far from the origin. As another example, we consider the effective inflaton mass in the Jordan frame, m
Again it is enhanced at around the origin by ξ 2 Φ 2 /M 2 P (≫ 1). In order to confirm these statements, we numerically follow the time evolution of φ J andφ J in Fig. 1 , and that of m with our estimation. This is the reason why we called ∆t sp as the spike time scale. Note that the enhancement of m 2 Jeff is much more violent than that ofφ J . Therefore we expect that any function consisting ofφ J ,φ J , . . . also exhibits a spike-like feature. This fact has significant impacts on the preheating after inflation since typically the effective masses of the coupled particles are actually functions of them, not of φ. This is because the theory is usually defined in a simple form in the Jordan frame, not in the Einstein frame. It is well known that a sudden change of the effective mass terms causes particle production. Thus, if there are particles that couple to, e.g. m 2 Jeff , they are excited due to the spike-like feature. Quite interestingly, if the inflaton is a complex scalar field, there are indeed such particles and it provides a main channel to transfer the energy density of the inflaton to other particles. As specific examples, we consider the inflaton with a global/gauged U(1) charge in the next sections (Secs. 3.3 and 3.4, respectively). For the global U(1) case, the U(1) partner of the inflaton is violently produced due to the spike-like feature of m 2 Jeff . For the gauged U(1) case, the longitudinal mode of the gauge boson plays the same role.
As another example, we show the behavior of the conformal factor Ω, which will also become important for the discussion of the preheating of a minimally coupled scalar field in Sec. 3.2. The first derivative of the conformal factor has roughly the same orders-ofmagnitude values for |φ| ≪ M P /ξ and |φ| ≫ M P /ξ: Jeff blows up around the zero-crossings, thus representing a spike-like feature. We take M P = 1 in this plot.
However, the second derivative shows a clear difference:
The order of magnitude ofΩ is different by a large factor O(ξΦ/M P ) for |φ| ≪ M P /ξ and |φ| ≫ M P /ξ. We numerically follow the time evolution of Ω,Ω andΩ in Figs. 3-5. The blue line corresponds to the exact solution, while the red line does to the approximated one using 33) in the whole region, as often used in the literature. For Ω andΩ we plot only exact solutions because the approximated ones show no visible difference. However,Ω shows a clear difference when the inflaton crosses the origin. In fact,Ω shows a spike at around the zero-crossings in the exact case, while such a feature is not captured by the approximated one ♦8 . Next we consider the dynamics of φ. In this case, the spike scale appears as a sudden change in the shape of the potential. For Φ ≫ M P /ξ, the equation of motion reads
(2.34)
The value ofΩ jumps when the inflaton crosses the origin as long as one uses the approximation (2.33). This is because we have to take the absolute value to keep the Z 2 symmetry in Eq. (2.33). In both panels, the solid and dashed line showΩ and −Ω, respectively. The parameters and initial conditions are the same as in Fig. 3 . We can see thatΩ takes ∼ λΦ 2 /ξ only when φ crosses the origin. For the jump in the value ofΩ in the right panel, see the footnote ♦8 in the main text. We take M P = 1 in this plot.
Therefore the effective mass of φ in the Einstein frame, m 2 eff , suddenly drops to zero in the short time interval ∆t sp as
This can also be interpreted as a spike and is related with the inflaton self-production as Jeff . These considerations clearly show that the efficiency of preheating or particle production strongly depends on whether light particles couple to φ or φ J (and their derivatives). Usually, as in the Higgs inflation, the Lagrangian is defined in the Jordan frame in which all terms have simple forms. In such a case, a violent particle production is inevitable as we will see in the next section.
It may be instructive to summarize the relation between φ J and φ and their time derivatives here. Clearly, we have φ ≃ φ J for |φ| ≪ M P /ξ. However, their time derivatives do not always coincide with each other. Actually we obtain the relation between φ and φ J for |φ| ≪ M P /ξ by taking the time derivative of Eq. (2.7) as
The last equation (2.38) is the most important. We know thatφ ∼ λφ
P /ξ at around the first zero-crossing of the inflaton. In Eq. (2.38), the second term in the R.H.S. is larger than the L.H.S. at least by O(ξ 2 ) for |φ| ≪ M P /ξ. Hence, the first and second terms in the R.H.S. in Eq. (2.38) must be almost cancelled out:
It suggests that the mass scale of φ J blows up for |φ| ≪ M P /ξ. It corresponds to the blowup of m 2
Jeff at around the origin as we have already seen before. Note that because the mass scale blows up only for an extremely short interval, the conditionφ (∼ λφ 3 ) ≪φ J for |φ| ≪ M P /ξ is compatible with φ ≃ φ J andφ ≃φ J . In fact, although the mass scale blows
The existence of this spike scale in the Higgs self-production was briefly mentioned in Ref. [19] .
up, the growth of the first derivative is at most comparablë
and thus the velocitiesφ andφ J remain roughly the same before and after the spike.
Preheating
As we saw in the previous section, functions such as m 2
Jeff andΩ show spike-like behavior at around the origin. This spike works as external force for particles, by which particle production is triggered. In this section, we study this process in detail. We briefly summarize basic ingredients of particle production by such spike-like external force in Sec. 3.1 (see App. B for more details). Then, we analyze particle production in real, global U(1), and gauged U(1) inflaton cases in Secs. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
We are interested in the very first stage of the preheating and we do not discuss processes after that, such as parametric resonance, decay and annihilation of produced particles and thermalization, since these processes strongly depend on the properties of coupled particles. On the other hand, we can discuss the first stage of the preheating almost model independently.
We proceed in the Einstein frame in this section. The equivalence between the Einstein and Jordan frames is discussed in App. C.1.
Particle production by spike-like external force
In this subsection, we summarize basic ingredients to study particle production by the spikelike external force we encountered in the previous section, i.e. m 2 Jeff andΩ. We consider a real canonical scalar field χ which satisfies the following equation of motion:
where m χ is a time-dependent mass which causes particle production. Here we neglect the scale factor since the mass scale of the spike-like feature m sp satisfies m sp ≫ H. We will find the explicit form of m 2 χ in terms of φ J or φ in the following subsections. Once we find it, it is straightforward to calculate the production rate of χ using the Bogoliubov transformation. The time evolution of the Bogoliubov coefficients α k (t) and β k (t) is described bẏ
The occupation number f χ is given by
with which we can express the produced number/energy density of χ as
The vacuum initial conditions are
For more details, see App. B. Thus, we only have to numerically solve Eq. (3.2) to obtain the produced amount of χ. Indeed, this is what we do in the subsequent sections. However, it should be still of some help to understand qualitative features of particle production. Therefore, in the rest of this subsection, we analytically estimate the produced amount of χ caused by the spike-like external force. We will compare it with numerical results in the following subsections.
Since we are interested in particle production by spike-like external force, we assume that m 2 χ takes the following form:
wherem χ is the over-all normalization of the time-dependent mass and sp(m sp t) denotes a "spike function" whose maximal value is unity. We requirem χ m sp and sp(m sp t) → 0 for |m sp t| ≫ 1. In the case of our interest, the mass scale of the spike is m sp ∼ √ λM P . In realistic cases, the spike function is expressed by φ J in a complicated manner, and hence it is difficult to analytically solve Eq. (3.2). Instead, here we take a simpler form for sp(m sp t), and try to capture generic features of particle production caused by the spike-like force. As examples, we take sp(m sp t) to be trigonometric or gaussian (Eq. (B.25)). For these cases, we can solve Eq. (3.2) to obtain
and there is a cut-off for k ≫ m sp for both cases. Although the shape of the cut-off depends on the explicit form of sp(m sp t), we may expect that the momentum distribution is generically expressed as Eq. (3.7) plus a rapid fall-off ♦11 for k ≫ m sp for the particle production caused by the spike-like external force. The resulting energy spectrum is 8) and again there is a cut-off for k ≫ m sp . Therefore, the energy density is dominated by particles with k ∼ m sp , and the total energy density after one inflaton oscillation is estimated as
Thus, ifm χ is large enough, almost all the energy of inflaton might be transferred to χ. For more details, see App. B. 
Real scalar inflaton
Now we study particle production caused by the spike-like feature in several concrete models.
Here we discuss the case where the inflaton is a real scalar field. We consider two cases in this subsection: production of (1) the inflaton particle itself, and (2) an additional light scalar field. For the second case, we assume that the light scalar field has a minimal kinetic term in the Jordan frame, not in the Einstein frame.
Self production
First we study the self production of the inflaton. Note that the inflaton particle has a mixing with the scalar components of the metric because the inflaton has a time-dependent vacuum expectation value (VEV), and hence we should first solve the mixing. In the Einstein frame the effect of mixing is not so important for the estimate of particle production, but in the Jordan frame taking account of the mixing is essential, as shown in App. C. However, it is instructive to consider the mixing even in the Einstein frame and below we study it.
We decompose the metric in the Einstein frame using the ADM formalism [27] 
where we concentrate only on the scalar components here. By taking the unitary gauge φ(t, x) =φ(t), we can solve the mixing and obtain the quadratic action for ζ as
where the conformal time τ is defined as dt E = Ndt = adτ , the prime denotes the derivative with respect to τ , and H ≡ aH. In order to make ζ canonical, we define
Due to this rescaling, ζ c obtains a time-dependent mass term as (see App. C.1)
By using the background equations of motion, we obtain
In this expression of m 2 ζc /a 2 , the first term dominates over the others during almost the whole period of oscillation. However, it becomes d 2 V /dφ 2 ∼ λφ 2 at around the origin during a period of ∼ ( √ λM P ) −1 , and this sudden change in the potential shape causes particle production with momenta ∼ √ λM P [19] . The left panel of Fig. 6 shows the time evolution of the mass squared of ζ c around the first a few zero-crossings of the inflaton. The parameter values are taken to be λ = 0.01 and ξ = 10 4 , and the initial condition of the inflaton is set to be φ = M P with vanishing velocity. The solid line shows m 2 ζc /a 2 , while the dashed line corresponds to −m 2 ζc /a 2 . The corresponding evolution of the inflaton is already shown in Fig. 2 , and one sees that, after the inflaton starts oscillating, m
to the order of H 2 when the inflaton crosses the origin. Thus in this case the height of the spike,m χ in Eq. (3.8), is given bym χ ∼ m osc ∼ √ λM P /ξ. The energy density of inflaton fluctuation after the first zero-crossing of the inflaton is then roughly estimated as
To confirm this, we numerically calculated the produced amount of ζ c during the first zerocrossing of the inflaton with the same parameter point as in Fig. 6 . We solved Eq. (3.2) with Eq. (3.14) neglecting the overall scale factor, and evaluated the Bogoliubov coefficients well after the spike. ♦12 The result is shown in Fig. 7 . The left and right panels show the occupation number f ζc and the energy density spectrum dρ ζc /d ln k ∼ k 3 ω k f ζc . For the total energy density, we numerically find
This value of C ζ may come from the following: the factorm χ ≃ 0.5 √ λM P /ξ in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), numerical suppression in Eq. (3.9) and the O(1) factor mentioned in footnote ♦10. Also, we numerically checked that this constant does not depend on other parameters significantly as long as ξ ≫ 1. One sees that, though particles with momenta as high as ∼ √ λM P are mainly produced, their energy density is far below that of the inflaton oscillation ρ φ ∼ λM
In fact, the violation of adiabaticity for this mode is quite small: one sees that the violation iṡ 16) even around the spike.
Here we briefly comment on Ref. [23] . They analyzed particle production in the same setup in the Jordan frame, and concluded that violent inflaton particle production occurs. Our results do not agree with theirs, and the reason is that they did not take into account the mixing between the inflaton and the scalar component of the metric. In App. C, we have also analyzed the present system in the Jordan frame, and confirmed that our result is independent of the flames if one properly takes the mixing into account.
Minimal scalar
Next we consider a light scalar field χ J whose kinetic term is minimal in the Jordan frame:
We evaluated the Bogoliubov coefficients at the time after the first spike by ∆t ≃ 5 × 10 4 M −1 P , which is well after the spike converges since the spike timescale is ∆t sp ∼ (
Numerically it is checked that the Bogoliubov coefficients approach to constant values within this time interval, signaling the adiabaticity of the produced particles. This is probably because we treat the very high momentum modes. where we neglect the bare mass for χ J . After moving to the Einstein frame, it is rewritten as
In order to make the kinetic term to be canonical in the Einstein frame, we rescale χ J as
Then, χ obtains a time-dependent mass term as (see App. C.1)
Thus, χ effectively couples toΩ. As shown in Eq. (2.32),Ω shows a spike-like feature, hence significant particle production is expected.
To confirm this, we calculated the produced amount of χ during the first zero-crossing. We numerically solved Eq. (3.2) with Eq. (3.20) neglecting the overall scale factor in the expression of m 2 χ , and evaluated the Bogoliubov coefficients well after the spike as in Sec. 3.2. We took λ = 0.01 and ξ = 10 4 , and also the initial condition of the inflaton as φ = M P with vanishing velocity. The result is shown in Fig. 8 . The left panel is the occupation number f χ while the right panel is the energy density spectrum dρ χ /d ln k ∼ k 3 ω k f χ (blue) and the inflaton energy density at its first zero-crossing (red). As an order estimation, the occupation number f χ coincides well with our analytical formula (3.7) with as deduced from Eq. (2.32). The energy density of χ after the first zero-crossing of the inflaton is thus given by
In the last similarity of these estimates we have substituted Φ ∼ M P just after inflation. Numerically we find ρ χ ≃ C χ λ 2 M 4 P /ξ 2 with C χ ≃ 9 × 10 −6 . This value of C χ may come from the following: the factorm χ ≃ 0.2 λ/ξM P in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), numerical suppression in Eq. (3.9) and the O(1) factor mentioned in footnote ♦10. Also, we numerically checked that this constant does not depend on other parameters significantly as long as ξ ≫ 1. Thus ρ χ is smaller than the inflaton energy density ρ φ ∼ λM 4 P /ξ 2 by a factor of λ. The violation of the adiabaticity for χ particles with momentum ∼ √ λM P is estimated aṡ
around the first spike. However, one sees that χ particles can carry away a nonnegligible fraction of the inflaton energy density for a sizable value of λ.
Here we comment on a nonminimal coupling between χ and R J . If there is such a coupling, 3)), and hence the production of χ is enhanced by that factor. Actually, in the global U(1) case we discuss in the next section, the production of the U(1) partner of the inflaton may be viewed as taking ξ χ = ξ in the present case (up to contributions from the potential that are negligible). of χ produced by the first zero-crossing of φ. The parameters are λ = 0.01 and ξ = 10 4 , and the initial conditions are φ ini = M P andφ ini = 0. In the right panel, the inflaton background energy density at the first zero-crossing is shown as the red line. We take M P = 1 in this plot.
Complex scalar inflaton -global U(1) case
Next we consider the case where the inflaton is a part of a complex scalar field φ with a global U(1) charge. We parametrize φ as φ = φ r e iθ / √ 2, where the radial component φ r is identified as the inflaton. The production of the inflaton particle (or ζ) is the same as in Sec. 3.2, and hence we concentrate on particle production of θ in this subsection. We will see that the production of θ is so violent that we should take into account the back-reaction of the produced θ particles.
We consider the following action:
We move to the Einstein frame as we have done in Sec. 2. We take the conformal factor as
The action is rewritten as 27) where the definitions of φ r and V (φ r ) are the same as Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). After canonically normalizing θ J as 
Thus, the phase component θ couples to m Jeff exhibits a strong spike-like feature and hence θ is efficiently excited.
♦ 13 The Ω ′′ term in (3.29) also has a spike, but it is weaker than the m 2 Jeff term. Now we calculate the produced amount of θ. In Fig. 9 , we have numerically solved Eq. (3.2) to obtain the occupation number of θ by substituting Eq. (3.29) neglecting the overall scale factor in the expression of m 2 θ , and evaluated the Bogoliubov coefficients well after the first spike as in Sec. 3.2. We took the same parameter values as in previous subsections. In the left and right panels, we plot the occupation number f θ and the energy spectrum dρ θ /d ln k ∼ k 3 ω k f θ just after the first zero-crossing of the inflaton, respectively. Again as an order estimation, it qualitatively coincides with our analytical formula (3.7) with
as deduced from Eq. (2.30). The energy density of θ after the first passage of φ = 0 is then estimated as
where in the second similarity we have substituted Φ Jr ∼ M P / √ ξ just after inflation. Numerically we find ρ θ ≃ C θ λ 2 M 4 P with C θ ≃ 7 × 10 −5 . This value of C θ may come from the following: the factorm χ ≃ 0.4 λ/ξM P in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), numerical suppression in Eq. (3.9) and the O(1) factor mentioned in footnote ♦10. Also, we numerically checked that this constant does not depend on other parameters significantly as long as ξ ≫ 1. The violation of the adiabaticity for θ particles with momentum ∼ √ λM P is estimated aṡ
around the first spike. This means that the adiabaticity is at most marginally broken for these modes, but nevertheless this leads to significant consequences as we see below.
Let us compare ρ θ with the energy density of the inflaton ρ φr . Taking account of the numerical factor from numerical calculation, the ratio is given by
Precisely, θ is ill-defined at φ r = 0, but it does not matter. Actually we obtain the same result for the production of φ I if we decompose φ as φ = (φ R + iφ I ) √ 2 and identify φ R as the inflaton. Take the limit g → 0 in Eq. (C.16) in App. C. ♦14 In the present case, we havem θ ∼ m sp , and our formula (3.7) and (3.8) can be marginally applied. In fact, the k-dependence of f θ now deviates from k −2 in the left panel of Fig. 9 . But still the distribution is peaked around k ∼ m sp and it does not change the main discussion in the text. We have to take into account the back-reaction of the produced θ to the background evolution if the condition ρ θ /ρ φr 1 is satisfied. We find that this condition reduces to
Notice that the parameters must satisfy 35) to reproduce the observed density perturbation at cosmological scales. Then, Eq. (3.34) is rewritten as
We can see that it is actually the case for the parameters of Fig. 9 (compare the blue points and the red line in the right panel). Note that we have neglected the back-reaction in Fig. 9 . Once the back-reaction becomes important, one might expect that an O(1) fraction of the inflaton energy density is transferred to particles, and the inflaton coherent oscillation is broken, although a thorough study on this respect is beyond the scope of this paper.
♦15 This conclusion may be different from Ref. [24] , although the calculation itself is consistent in the overlapping region. The reason is probably that they concentrate on whether the adiabaticity can be violently broken or not, while we point out that the energy density of the produced particles can be sizable even if the adiabaticity is only marginally broken. This is mainly because the typical momentum of the produced particles (∼ √ λM P ) is extremely high. (Note added: In the arXiv version 2 of Ref. [24] , the conclusion is consistent with ours.)
Complex scalar inflaton -gauged U(1) case
Now we discuss the case where the inflaton has a gauged U(1) charge. We consider the following action:
where F µν is the field strength, D µ = ∂ µ − igA µ , A µ is the gauge field and g is the gauge coupling. We proceed with the unitary gauge φ J = φ Jr / √ 2 where φ Jr is the radial component of φ J .
♦ 16 The production of the inflaton particle (or ζ) is the same as in Sec. 3.2, and hence we focus on the production of the gauge boson in this subsection.
By using the conformal time τ , we obtain the action for the gauge boson in the Einstein frame as
where η µν = diag(−1, +1, +1, +1) and we have defined
Jr
The relation between φ Jr and the inflaton in the Einstein frame φ r is the same as Eq. (2.7). Notice that Eq. (3.38) contains an unphysical degree of freedom A τ . Thus, we should first eliminate it to obtain the physical action for the transverse and the longitudinal modes.
During that procedure, we will make it clear that the mass terms of the transverse and the longitudinal modes are different in general if the symmetry breaking field (the inflaton in our case) is time-dependent. After obtaining the mass term, we discuss the production of the gauge bosons, especially the longitudinal mode.
Action for physical degrees of freedom
The action (3.38) does not contain the time derivative of A τ , and hence it is not a dynamical degree of freedom. We have to eliminate it to obtain the action for the transverse and the longitudinal modes. By noting that
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to τ , we obtain
41)
♦16 This gauge condition is ill-defined at φ r = 0, but we explicitly show in App. C.2 that the result is the same in the Coulomb gauge. Note that the Coulomb gauge is well-defined even at φ r = 0, and hence the ill-definition at φ r = 0 does not spoil the discussion here.
where we have moved on to the Fourier space. After eliminating A τ , we can reduce the action to
Now we decompose the spatial part of the gauge boson into the transverse mode A T and the longitudinal modeÃ L as
Then, the action becomes
where
and
Here we defined the canonically normalized longitudinal mode as
Thus, the mass terms for the transverse mode and the longitudinal mode are different if m A (or the symmetry breaking field) is time-dependent. Note that this is a generic conclusion derived from the action (3.38), irrespective of the detailed form of m A . The effect of this mass splitting is studied in Ref. [26] in the context of preheating in inflation without the nonminimal coupling. 
♦18
Below we analyze the production of the transverse and longitudinal mode.
♦17
The same effect leads to a different amount of production of the longitudinal and transverse modes from inflationary quantum fluctuations [28] . ♦18 This mass splitting was overlooked in Refs. [19, 20] , and hence the production of the longitudinal gauge boson was underestimated.
Production of transverse mode
As seen from the action (3.45), the transverse mode A T has just a mass of m 2 A defined in (3.39) . Since the time dependence of φ Jr itself does not have a strong spike, the production of transverse mode is similar to the standard analysis of broad resonance in the Einstein frame [18] .
Let us derive the typical momentum of produced gauge boson. The transverse gauge boson mass is written as
We assume g 2 Φ 2 /m 2 osc ≫ 1 so that the preheating happens in the broad regime [18] . The background evolution becomes non-adiabatic for gauge bosons, if the condition |ω k /ω
. The non-adiabatic change leads to copious particle production with k < k * [19, 20] :
Therefore the energy density of the transverse gauge boson after the first zero-crossing of the inflaton is estimated as
Here we have used the fact that the produced gauge bosons are non-relativistic except for the small time interval around φ J ≃ 0. In the last similarity we have used Φ J ∼ M P / √ ξ just after inflation. Below we see that the longitudinal gauge boson after the first zero-crossing can be much more abundant for large enough ξ.
Production of longitudinal mode
Now we calculate the produced amount of A L . The mass term of A L is given by
Jr In Fig. 10 , we have numerically calculated the amount of produced particles with Eq. (3.51), approximating the overall scale factor and the comoving wavenumber k/a to be constant during the spike. We took the same parameter values as in previous subsections, and estimated the Bogoliubov coefficients well after the spike. We have taken g = 1, though this choice has only negligible effect on the final result since it is cancelled in m ′′ A /m A . In the left and right panels, we plot the occupation number f A L and the energy spectrum dρ A L /d ln k ∼ k 3 ω k f A L just after the first zero-crossing of the inflaton, respectively. Again as an order estimation, similar to the global U(1) case, it coincides with our analytical formula (3.7) with
and the energy density of A L is estimated as
where we have substituted Φ Jr ∼ M P / √ ξ just after inflation in the second similarity. This energy density is mainly contributed from particles with momenta
This value of C A L may come from the following: the factorm χ ≃ 0.4 λ/ξM P in Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), numerical suppression in Eq. (3.9) and the O(1) factor mentioned in footnote ♦10. Also, we numerically checked that this constant does not depend on other parameters significantly as long as ξ ≫ 1. This result is the same as ρ θ in the global U(1) case, and the discussion on the violation of the adiabaticity is also the same. The only difference from the global U(1) case is in the spectral bent around k ∼ 10 −3 M P in Fig. 10 , and this corresponds to the wavenumber k ∼ gM P /ξ below which the factor k 2 /(k 2 + m 2 A ) remains much below the unity even after the inflaton enters the narrow region |φ| ≪ M P /ξ. The ratio of the energy densities of A L and the inflaton is again given by
and we have to take into account the back-reaction of A L if the condition ρ A L /ρ φ 1 is satisfied. We find that this condition reduces to
is satisfied. Again, by requiring consistency with observations, we can rewrite Eq. (3.56) as
This is actually the case for the parameters of Fig. 10 (compare the blue points and the red line in the right panel). Note again that we have neglected the back-reaction in Fig. 10 .
We havem AL ∼ m sp in this case, and our formula (3.7) and (3.8) can be again marginally applied. ♦20 For gauge bosons with these momenta, perturbative decay just after the spike is negligible. This is because the mass of the gauge bosons coming from the inflaton expectation value g 2 φ 2 ∼ g 2 M Figure 10 : The occupation numberf A L (left) and the energy density spectrum
blue) of A L by the first zero-crossing of φ r . The parameters and initial conditions as well as the red line in the right panel are the same as in Fig. 8 . We take M P = 1 in this plot.
Once the back-reaction becomes important, one might expect that an O(1) fraction of the inflaton energy density is transferred to A L , and the inflaton coherent oscillation is broken, although a thorough study is again beyond the scope of this paper.
Here we comment on the case of the SM Higgs inflation model. Since λ ∼ 0.01 for the SM Higgs, we naively expect that the production of the longitudinal gauge boson is so violent that the almost all the inflaton energy density is transferred to high momentum gauge bosons within one inflaton oscillation, making the precise analysis thereafter quite complicated. ♦21 To be more rigorous, we must analyze the system in the non-Abelian gauge group case, although we expect a similar feature because the self interaction of the gauge bosons is safely neglected at the beginning of the preheating stage. We leave a detailed analysis for a future work.
Conclusions and discussion
In the present paper, we have analyzed the inflaton oscillating regime, or the preheating regime, of the inflation model with nonminimal coupling ξφ 2 R between the inflaton φ and the Ricci scalar R, and with quartic potential λφ 4 /4. We have pointed out that there are two typical mass scales (or inverse time scales) in the dynamics of the inflaton for M P /ξ ≪ Φ ≪ M P where Φ is the inflaton oscillation amplitude in the Einstein frame. One is the inflaton oscillation scale,
and the other is a much shorter time scale which we call the "spike" scale,
♦21 This conclusion can change in the critical Higgs inflation [29, 30] , where ξ ∼ O(10).
which can be as high as m sp ∼ √ λM P at the beginning of the inflaton oscillation. This time scale ∆t sp corresponds to the time interval at which the inflaton passes through the region with |φ J | ∼ |φ| M P /ξ where φ (φ J ) is the inflaton in the Einstein frame (Jordan frame). The spike scale appears in the dynamics of φ J as a change of the kinetic term, while it appears in the dynamics of φ as a sudden change of the shape of the potential. We have found that several quantities such as the inflaton mass scale in the Jordan frame m 2 Jeff or the conformal factor blow up during this time interval ∆t sp (see Figs. 2 and 4) . The mass scale of this blow-up m sp is extremely high, m sp ∼ √ λM P at the beginning of the inflaton oscillation, and this is why we call this feature as a "spike" in this paper. Some light particles inevitably couple to this spike-like feature, and hence we have studied particle production caused by it. What we have found is the following:
• In the case where the inflaton is a real scalar, the inflaton particle itself couples to the spike-like feature. Inflaton particles with momentum ∼ m sp are produced, though their energy density is far below that of the inflaton oscillation. If one introduce an additional light scalar field, it may be sizably produced by the spike-like feature of the conformal factor.
• In the case where the inflaton has a global U(1) charge, the production of the U(1) partner θ of the inflaton is so efficient that almost all the initial inflaton energy density is converted to θ within one oscillation for ξ 9 × 10 2 or λ 3 × 10 −4 .
• In the case where the inflaton has a gauged U(1) charge, the longitudinal component of the gauge field plays the same role as θ in the global U(1) case.
Thus, the preheating dynamics of the inflation model with the nonminimal coupling to the gravity can be much more violent than previously thought. In this paper, we investigated only the very first stage of the preheating just after inflation. In order to fully understand the reheating phenomena, we must first take into account the back-reaction effects, which is expected to be important when Eqs. (3.34) or (3.56) are satisfied. On top of that, we must take account of resonant amplification of the coupled fields and thermalization processes after that. A typical situation is that produced particles decay into lighter particles leading to efficient production of thermal plasma [31] and then particles in thermal bath scatter off the inflaton [32, 33] . The reheating is completed through these processes, which, however, is significantly model dependent, and hence it is beyond the scope of this paper to study the reheating dynamics till the end.
Most of the discussion on the particle production in the gauged U(1) case holds true even for gauged SU(2) case. Hence our study is also relevant for the Higgs inflation: the production of gauge bosons with extremely high momenta are unavoidable. At this point, one may encounter a unitarity problem. Since the momentum scale of particles produced by the spike is extremely high (∼ √ λM P ), we must be careful on the cutoff scale of the theory [34] [35] [36] . As noted in Refs. [35, 36] , the cutoff scale depends on the inflaton field value and actually we can safely treat fluctuations during inflation. During the preheating stage, however, particles with momentum higher than the cutoff scale may be excited due to the spike, which may imply a difficulty to describe the reheating without some UV completion [37] [38] [39] . It might be non-trivial to correctly estimate the cutoff of the energy scale under the rapidly oscillating background, but readers should keep in mind that the extremely high mass scale of the spike can invalidate the analysis of (p)reheating within the original framework, though a phenomenological consequence that the Higgs field is thermalized at very high temperature [19] might not be affected much. We will come back to this issue in a separate publication.
Our results heavily rely on the fact that we have started from a simple action in the Jordan frame, i.e. the kinetic term and potential of the inflaton have minimal forms except for the nonminimal coupling ξ|φ| 2 R. Instead, we could start with a minimal kinetic term of the inflaton in the Einstein frame with a special form of the potential V (|φ|) suitable for inflation, as discussed in Ref. [38] . In such a case, the preheating is not as violent as the Jordan-frame-originated case. Interestingly, even if we start from the Einstein frame action, we can have a violent particle production due to a spike-like feature, once nonminimal kinetic terms are introduced. As an example, let us consider the following action as assumed in the running kinetic inflation model [40, 41] :
In this model, the potential becomes effectively flatter for |φ| ≫ M, providing a good candidate for the inflaton potential. Inflation ends at around when |φ| ∼ √ M P M, and the inflaton oscillates at around the origin of the potential after that. During the inflaton oscillation regime, the kinetic term changes for |φ| ≫ M and |φ| ≪ M, and hence there must be again a spike scale in this model. Thus, we expect that the situation is similar to the case of the inflaton dynamics in the Jordan frame. In particular, the U(1) partner of the inflaton is expected to feel the strong spike and violently produced. It may be interesting to study further on how the spike scale affects the preheating dynamics in this class of models.
Finally we comment on the Starobinsky inflation model [42] ,
In this case, by introducing an auxiliary field φ J , we can rewrite the action as 5) where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to φ J . It is clear from the above action that the inflaton (or scalaron) φ J has only kinetic mixing with the scalar component of the metric through the nonminimal coupling, and hence there does not appear any spike scale in this model. Thus, although the prediction for the scalar and tensor fluctuations is similar for the Starobinsky and Higgs inflation models, the reheating dynamics can be much different between them. 
A Background dynamics in the Jordan frame
In this appendix, we analyze the dynamics of the inflaton in the Jordan frame, whose equations of motion are given by Eqs. (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) . We define Φ J as the inflaton field value when it is slow-rolling, while as the inflaton oscillation amplitude after it starts to oscillate. With this definition, it is convenient to consider the following three phases separately:
We study the dynamics of φ J in each phase separately in the following. We neglect the particle production in this appendix.
Let us start with the inflaton value satisfying ξφ and hence the slow-roll condition is indeed satisfied. Therefore, it is a consistent slow-roll approximation to neglect the terms with the time derivatives. In order to see how inflation ends, we include the first order terms in the slow-roll approximation:
We can solve them to obtain ♦23
The first equation describes how the Hubble parameter decreases in time, and it leads to the decrease in φ J through the second equation. This solution is valid until φ J drops to ξφ 
The soltuion (A.4) is no longer valid after Φ J drops down to Φ J ∼ M P / √ ξ. Then, the inflaton φ J starts to oscillate around the minimum of the potential. First we show the numerical solutions in this phase in Figs. 11-13 . As we can see from them, the dynamics of φ J and H J is peculiar in the Jordan frame. In particular,φ J blows up at around the origin, and H J violently oscillates with time. In the following, we see why these features appear in the Jordan frame.
First we study the dynamics of φ J . In order to understand it qualitatively, we neglect the Hubble friction term in Eq. (2.22), and hence Eq. (2.22) can be reduced as
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to z. The amplitude satisfiesΦ ≫ 1 in Phase 1. We consider the cases withφ 2 ≫ 1 andφ 2 ≪ 1 separately in the following. For φ 2 ≫ 1, we can approximate Eq. (A.5) as 6) and the solution isφ
where the sign flips whenφ crosses the origin. Thus, the velocity is |φ ′ | ∼Φ forφ 2 ≫ 1. As φ approaches unity (or φ J ∼ M P /ξ), the above approximation breaks down. At this time, the time variable satisfies |z − z × | ∼Φ −2 , where z × is the time whenφ crosses the origin. Then we find that the velocity is |φ ′ | ∼Φ 2 atφ ∼ 1. It means that the velocity blows up at around the origin sinceΦ ≫ 1 in Phase 1. Forφ 2 ≪ 1, we can approximate Eq. (A.5) as
Note thatφ ′2 ≫ 1 is already satisfied atφ ∼ 1 as we saw above. It is easy to integrate the above equation to obtainφ
with C being some integration constant. It shows thatφ ′ is roughly of the same order for φ 2 ≪ 1. In summary, in terms of the original field φ J , the velocity shows the following property:φ 10) and hence it blows up at around the origin in Phase 1. It corresponds to the sharp spikelike features in the right panel of Fig. 1 . The timescale of the whole oscillation ∆t osc is determined by the region φ
while the timescale ∆t sp for φ J to pass the region φ
Here it is instructive to compare Eq. (A.10) with the dynamics in the Einstein frame. Noting that Φ ∼ ξΦ 2 J /M P in Phase 1, we can see that the velocities in the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame satisfyφ
2 , φ J moves slower than that in the Einstein frame. In order to catch up withφ at around the origin, the mass term in the Jordan frame m Jeff must blow up at φ J M P /ξ. This is one way to understand the spike-like behavior of m Jeff as we saw in the main text (see Fig. 2 ).
Next we consider the dynamics of the Hubble parameter H J . In Fig. 12 , we can see that H J violently oscillates with time (blue line). Actually, it is often the case if we couple the inflaton to the gravity sector nonminimally [43] [44] [45] [46] . In such a case, it is helpful to consider the following quantity [46] :
where L H is the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to H J . ♦25 In fact, in Fig. 12 , we can see that J has a suppressed amplitude of oscillation (red line). Thus, the oscillating mode in H J is estimated as ♦26
It always satisfies δH J ∼ H J irrespective of whether φ J M P /ξ or φ J M P /ξ. It is consistent with the behavior of H J in Fig. 12 . The mass scales m sp and m osc determine the behavior ofḢ J :Ḣ 15) which is consistent with Fig. 13 . Parameters are taken to be λ = 0.01 and ξ = 10 4 , and the initial conditions are φ Jini = 2M P / √ ξ andφ Jini = 0. We take M P = 1 in this plot. Fig. 11 . We take M P = 1 in this plot.
After the amplitude Φ J drops below M P /ξ, the nonminimal term becomes ineffective. Then, the background dynamics reduces to that in the case of the minimal Einstein gravity. B Particle production by spike-like external force B.1 Basics of particle production
Here we summarize some basic formulae of particle production with a time-dependent mass term. We consider the following equation of motion
where χ(t, k) is the Fourier component of a real canonical scalar field χ(t, x):
We expand χ(t, k) by the creation/annihilation operators as
In order to be consistent with the canonical commutation relation of χ,
the mode function must satisfy the following Wronskian condition:
Now we express the mode function as
where α k (t) and β k (t) are the so-called Bogoliubov coefficients. There is a functional degree of freedom for the choice of α k (t) and β k (t), and we take it such that the coefficients satisfẏ
The initial conditions are α k (0) = 1 and β k (0) = 0 since the vacuum initial condition annihilated by a k is given by
The Wronskian condition reads
The number density and the energy density of χ are given by
where the occupation number f χ (t, k) is defined as
Thus, we only have to integrate Eq. (B.8) to obtain the produced amount of χ. It is common in literature to use α k (t) and β k (t) to study particle production. However, in our case, it is of some help to define
In terms of them, the time evolution is described aṡ
The occupation number is also expressed as
B.2 Particle production by spike-like external force Now let us consider particle production by spike-like external force. We assume the timevarying mass to have the following form
Here sp(m sp t) denotes a "spike function" whose maximal value is unity at t = 0, ♦27 with m sp being the inverse timescale of the spike. We assumem χ m sp , ♦28 and sp(m sp t) → 0 for |m sp t| → ∞. Below we consider the modes with k ≪m χ and k ≫m χ separately. This is because we have to take different strategy to study these cases analytically. In particular, the Born approximation (B.24) is valid only for k ≫m χ . The result is summarized in Fig. 15 , and essentially the same result is also derived in App. C of Ref. [47] .
Case k ≪m χ First we consider low momentum modes with k ≪m χ . In this case, it is useful to consider A k and B k instead of α k and β k . First note that the second terms in the R.H.S. of Eq. (B.14) cause only O(m χ /m sp ) ≪ 1 phase rotation for |m sp t| 1. If we neglect these terms, it has the solution
They grows to O( m χ /k) ≫ 1 at around when sp(m sp t) becomes unity. However, B k (t) → 0 as m sp t → ∞, and hence no net particle production occurs in Eq. (B.17). Thus, it is crucial to take the second terms in Eq. (B.14) into account. Now we define A k and B k by
The evolution equations reaḋ We took t = 0 as the initial time in the previous subsection, but it corresponds to t = −∞ here. ♦28 In the model we analyze in the main text, the spike height is comparable to its timescale,m χ ∼ m sp . This makes the numerical results presented there somewhat deviate from the analytic estimation in this Appendix. In summary, the amount of particle production for k ≪m χ is estimated as
(B.23)
In Fig. 14 It is still difficult to analytically solve Eq. (B.24) in realistic cases since sp(m sp t) is expressed by φ J in a complicated manner. Thus, here we assume a simpler form for sp(m sp t) to capture generic features of particle production caused by the spike-like external force. We consider two examples: (1) trigonometric function and (2) gaussian function and a cut-off for k ≫ m sp . The cut-offs are f χ ∝ k −8 for the trigonometric function and f χ ∝ e −k 2 /m 2 sp for the gaussian function, respectively. Note that the momentum dependence is the same for k ≪m χ andm χ ≪ k ≪ m sp . Fig. 15 shows the qualitative behavior of the occupation number. Although we consider only two simple examples here, we may expect that Eq. (B.27) and a cut-off behavior are generic features of the particle production by the spike-like external force. C Frame/gauge independence of particle production C.1 Frame independence of particle production
Here we show that the action for the light degrees of freedom in the Jordan frame is equivalent to that in the Einstein frame we have studied in Sec. 3. Then, the produced amount of these degrees of freedom must be the same in both frames. In this subsection we keep the subscript E to represent quantities in the Einstein frame.
General argument
Let us start with the Jordan frame action for a scalar field χ,
a peculiar time dependence of the scale factor a J in the Jordan frame, while it is due to a rapid change of the conformal factor Ω in the Einstein frame. For the gauge boson production, in order to show the equivalence between Jordan and Einstein frame, it is sufficient to notice that the gauge boson mass (3.39) in the Einstein frame is the same as that in the Jordan frame since a E = Ωa J .
Note also that in the action (C.1) we assumed that the mixing between χ and the metric is small enough. For example, we can consider the case of nonminimal coupling Ω 2 ⊃ ξχ 2 which potentially leads to the kinetic mixing of χ and scalar part of the metric. As long as ξ 2 χ 2 ≪ M P |F |, such a mixing effect can be safely neglected. If χ is the inflaton itself, the mixing is not neglected since ξΦ ≫ M P after inflation. Below we see that the inflaton self-production rate in the Jordan frame is the same as that in the Einstein frame after taking the mixing into account.
Self production
To show the equivalence of the inflaton self production rate between two frames may be a bit non-trivial due to the mixing of inflaton fluctuation and the metric perturbation. Here let us assume the action (1.1) and see the production of the scalar perturbation in the Jordan frame. Again using the ADM formalism
